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This Month’s Theme: Abundance
November 5, 10:00 am
Enoughness
Service Leader: Rev. Elizabeth Stevens
Worship Associate:
Are you plagued by perfectionism? Overwhelmed by all you are trying to do?
Struggling with feelings of self-doubt or inadequacy? Feeling stretched too
thin? Join us as we explore the simple but transformative practice of letting
what we have, what we do, and who we are be enough.
November 12, 10:00 am
Patchwork People
Service Leader: Rev. Elizabeth Stevens
Celebrant:
An annual tradition, Quilt Sunday gives our congregation’s quilters a chance to
show off their handiwork. This year, it will also spur a reflection on the ways
our unique experiences come together to create our identity, and the way our
unique selves come together to create our community. The whole is more than
the sum of its parts!
November 19, 10:00 am
Gratitude and Grace
Service Leader: Rev. Elizabeth Stevens
Celebrant:
Gratitude and Grace are the two qualities that make it easier for us to be in relationship with one another. Gratitude celebrates our interdependence and creates
a sense of appreciation and joy. Grace allows for forgiveness of both one’s self
and of others, fostering resilience and deep acceptance.
November 26, 10:00 am
INTERGENERATIONAL Cornbread Communion
Service Leaders: Ginger Allen and Ashley Hamlin
Celebrant:
Join us for a celebration of the harvest’s bounty. In the spring, we plant. In the
summer, we weed and water. Then, in the fall, we get to eat! We will share
cornbread and apple cider, and reflect on the fruits of our labor, both in the garden and in our lives.

The Holidays and Our UU Cookbook
Our beautiful and intriguing UU Cookbook is still available for the upcoming holiday season and beyond. It can help fill out your gift list for Christmas,
birthdays, or that special hostess gift. Also, it contains many recipes for holiday
meals, such as, “Grandpa Larry's Cornbread Stuffing”, “Nantucket Cranberry
Pie”, “Honey Pumpkin Pie”, and many delicious side dishes, not to forget a host
of cookies for your Christmas baking.
The Cookbook will be on display and for sale during coffee hour after our
Sunday services during November and December. Orders can be placed, also,
with Alice Woodrum at a.fadner@comcast.net or (970) 302-3970. The cost is
$15.00.

Minister’s Pages
Minister’s Musings November 2017: A People of Abundance
It’s not what we have that constitutes our abundance,
but what we appreciate.
Jules Petit-Senn
Our culture teaches us that to be happy, we need
to do MORE…expand our business, acquire more
stuff, accumulate more power, increase our test scores,
maximize our efficiency. Meanwhile, our souls yearn
to expand our horizons, acquire a sense of peace, accumulate friends and fond memories, increase our
ability to be present to ourselves and one another, and
maximize joy and authenticity. In the tug of war between the demands of society and the demands of the
spirit, we can feel stretched thin.
Feelings of anxiety and a sense of scarcity color
our perspective. We feel we don’t have enough time,
enough money, enough friends, or enough life. We’re
scared of burnout, of poverty, of isolation, of death.
We push and pull, ourselves and each other, driven
and driving ourselves nuts.
A simple change of perspective can revolutionize
the way we move through life. Instead of focusing just
on what we want, we can choose to focus on what we
want to give. Instead of reaching for more, we can
choose to appreciate what we have. A life without
striving would be lackluster and dull. But a life without gratitude destroys the soul. Living in the spirit of

abundance energizes us and sets us free.
In our personal lives, to live in the spirit of abundance means growing our gifts rather than compensating for a lack we see or that is seen by others. It means
building on our strengths, rather than trying to eliminate our weaknesses. It means asking ourselves,
“What do I want to offer?” rather than “What should I
get in return?”
In our ethical decisions, to live in the spirit of
abundance means being responsible for ensuring the
rights of others, rather than demanding our own rights
first and foremost. It means accepting that most of us
occupy a place of privilege, in our society and in our
world. Which is not to say that we haven’t been discriminated against; most of us have. If we live in the
spirit of abundance, though, these experiences lead us
to be more compassionate and accepting of others, rather than to feelings of anger and hostility.
In our community, living in the spirit of abundance works like magic. When each person gives what
is in them to give…be it time, money, presence, or
some combination of all three…we wind up with more
than enough. Growth and expansion happen naturally,
organically, as a result of the gifts of time, insight, and
care.

Green Sanctuary Feed of Dreams November 8
Feed of Dreams, November 8 at 5:30 pm, UUCP church basement. Come join the Green Sanctuary
Committee to celebrate fall and raise money for our Environmental Innovation Fund. We will stimulate
innovation to solve local environmental challenges through awarding small grant(s) to local inventors.
Suggested donation $5/person or $10/family. There will be vegetarian and vegan dishes.

"Over the River and Through the Woods" for the November Holiday
No plans for Thanksgiving? Then you're invited! Join your UU friends, and if you're new to the church,
join your "soon to be" UU friends at Pat and Dan Rathmann's sixth (at least we think it's the sixth as you lose
count when you're having fun) annual Thanksgiving Celebration at their country cabin in Deary. This is a family affair with all ages welcome. We've been blessed watching youngsters grow up at our annual event and
we've also been blessed hosting foreign students needing a place to stay for the holiday. If you're a student or
have a non-church partner, feel free to bring a friend or two. A relative coming to town? Bring them too.
Reserve your spot(s) at plr23@cornell.edu or 208-882-8262. There will be the usual delicious food. We
provide the turkey, stuffing, cranberry sauce and a vegan entree and you bring a side dish or dessert. In the
true sense of the word, rather than "Thanks Giving" we will be "Giving Thanks" for our welcoming community in music and conversation. For all the seniors among us, we hope it will bring back those memories of
crowding around the table sharing family stories in the days when families still lived close by. If you're a part
of a younger generation, we hope it will start new memories of sharing a special day with your church family.
Since we also find ourselves on Nimiipuu Land lost in the Treaty of 1855, we will also honor our Nez Perce
friends.
As we sing on Sunday, "Come, come, whoever you are."
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Minister’s Pages
Church Chat: Bursting at the Seams
It’s a good problem to have.
― Anonymous
We are blessed with an abundance of activities,
groups, and programs. We are also blessed with an
abundance of new folks, both in our worship services
and in our Religious Exploration classrooms. As a result, space is getting a little tight.
Last year, the Facilities Planning Task Force did
some of the ground work to help us decide what we
want to do long term. The board will take up their report and move it forward this winter. However, whatever we decide, it will take years to make our dreams
a reality.
In the meantime, let’s be creative, flexible and
generous about our use of space. During our worship
services, it would be helpful if people could sit toward
the front of the sanctuary and toward the middle of the
aisle, leaving the more accessible seats in the back and
on the edges open for latecomers. We’re also experimenting with having the choir up on the chancel.
Don’t worry! The decision isn’t final and there will be
a chance for input.
For all other activities, it is truly essential that you

reserve any space you are planning to use…and then
use the space you reserved. Last minute shuffling
around causes stress and hurt feelings. If you are the
organizer of an event, our Administrator may contact
you and ask you to change location. Please be as accommodating as you can.
We are talking about reserving space at the 1912
center some of the time to ease the squeeze. We will
also be looking at adding a second worship service although rather than replicating what we’ve got exactly, we will need to be creative there, as well. (The reason it’s not that simple has to do with the size of our
RE classrooms. We simply don’t have enough space
to hold critical mass for two classes worth of kids. If
we offer RE at two services, we will double the number of volunteers needed while leaving our RE classes
pitifully small, which is a recipe for failure.)
Please be patient. Please be kind. Please be understanding. Remember that ‘what’ we do is less important than how we do it, and how we treat one another matters most of all.
With love,
Elizabeth

New to UU Workshop
Are you a newcomer at UUCP? Would you like to know more about us? Please consider joining Rev. Elizabeth Stevens for a NEW to UU Workshop and light lunch. There will be time to get acquainted and ask questions as you are introduced to Unitarian Universalism, including a little history and understanding of our
shared values and principles. You will come away with a better understanding of what our congregants love
about this church and what keeps us coming back for more at the UUCP.
We are offering one workshop this fall, so please let us know if you’d like to attend.
When? Sunday, November 5, 2017
Where? The chur ch Fellowship Hall (basement)
RSVP please to: Summer , our administr ative secr etary at the chur ch office, 208-882-4328 or uuchurch@moscow.com, or Pat Rathmann at 208-882-8262.
Child care is available upon advance request.

Wholly Crones

Wholly Crones is a group of friendly “life-experienced women” who meet on the
first and third Tuesdays of every month (September - May) at 1:30 pm. Meetings are
held in the Micky Lounge at Good Samaritan, 640 N. Eisenhower, in Moscow.
We invite women of the UUCP to join us. We will explore and discuss a variety of
topics such as aging, decision making, women’s issues, current events, medical care in
America, and spirituality in the second half of life. Feel free to bring a bag lunch or snack. For Questions or
further information phone or email Sue Allard (jifsue@moscow.com, 208-882-7320).
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UUCP Environmental Task Force November 2017 Report
October 16 was World Food Day coordinated by the United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization. According to
the latest statistics published by this
group, 11% of the 815 million people in the world do
not have enough to eat and the problem is getting
worse. Climate change is one of the events devastating
our food system along with our environment. Warming oceans are affecting our northwest salmon population so supporting the Snake River dam breaching
could certainly help restore a healthy fish population.
The folks that saw the Coop's October film
"Family Farms" could translate those stories into our
local situation by supporting our Moscow Farmers
Market. We are pleased that two of our members, Pat
Rathmann and Pat Eaton, are on the Food for Thought
Film Committee. They would welcome your suggestions for future films. We are also one of the cosponsors of the November selection, Al Gore's "An
Inconvenient Sequel" so put Wednesday, November
15, at the Kenworthy on your calendar.
We were well represented in the University of
Idaho Homecoming Parade. Six of us proudly carried
our banner and distributed flyers. We were not deterred by the rainy drizzle and cool temperature.
The UI Sustainability Council has begun April

EarthFest planning and our Task Force along with
PESC have been invited to participate. This is the fifth
year that we have had an important part in this university-sponsored event. One of our goals is to introduce
fossil fuel stock divestment to the UI endowment
fund. We have been told that to do this successfully,
we need the support of alumnae so please let Pat
Rathmann know if your are interested in helping with
this. It would certainly be an exciting way to celebrate
Earth Day 2017.
Pat has also met with the UI Environmental Law
Club to plan some future events. One of their goals is
to bring representatives from the Children’s Trust to
Moscow to share information on their law suit scheduled for February. UU youth from the Pacific Coast
are involved with this. We support their efforts and
wish them success in their endeavor to hold the US
Government accountable for the effects of climate
change on our youth of today and tomorrow.
We ended the month at the Nimiipuu Protecting
the Environment Summit at the Clearwater Casino
supporting their efforts to protect Mother Earth. Jane
Goodall reminds us that "Each one of us matters. Each
one of us can make a difference." If you would like to
do your part in making a difference, please join us at
our next meeting after church on November 19.

In the Family
Congratulations to: John Larkin, who is on his 4th camino, the via de la Plata, in Spain; Susan Ryan Irvin, who is celebrating 19 years free of breast cancer; Frances Norton, who turned 99 in early October;
Carol Casavant, who has had life changing vision improvement from cataract surgery; Zoe Cooley, who
celebrated her birthday in late October; and Ryan Urie’s dad, Leonn, who has found a job.
Please Hold in Your Thoughts: Danielle Watson’s my brother-in-law’s brother Dan, who has liver disease and needs a transplant, and who is also dealing with lack of acceptance as a gay man from his family;
Caitlin’s sister Maria, who started her second round of chemotherapy in mid-October; Rebecca Rod’s
mother Jeanette, brother Kevin, and family friend Al, all of whom are facing challenges; Pam Arborgreen’s father, William S. Green who is 89 and has Alheimer’s and is now under hospice care in
Kennewick; Peggy Jenkins, whose brother-in-law Walter and two high school classmates all died in late
October; and Ellie Shinham, whose parents are facing complicated health issues.
Condolences to: family and fr iends of Bar b Ross.
Please notify the office, uuchurch@moscow.com or 882-4328, of any family news to be included here.

Help UUCP with Best Western Seasons Restaurant Receipts
Bring your receipt from dining at the Best Western Seasons Restaurant (this must be the restaurant receipt, NOT your credit card receipt) to the UUCP, and each month Best Western will write UUCP a check for
10% of the total! Receipts can be mailed to the church (PO Box 9342, Moscow, ID, 83843), deposited in the
office drop box, or added to the collection plate on Sundays. Questions? Contact Sue Allard, 208-882-7320.
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Workshops on Creativity, Community and Self-Reflection:

November 5, 7:00-9:00 pm CB; November 15, 6:00-8:00 pm CB with childcare provided
Explore how creative expression can enrich our community and facilitate self-reflection. Join us in the
Church basement the evening of Sunday November 5 from 7:00-9:00 or the evening of Wednesday November
15 from 6:00-8:00 for thoughtful discussion, time for making art, and for sharing food! In this workshop, everybody is an artist! Nov 15 has childcare provided.
This workshop is a part of Alexa Brown’s graduate student research at the University of Idaho, but you can
still participate in the workshop without participating in the research aspect if you would prefer to opt out.
Come join us and release the artists within you!

UUCP Green Sanctuary Committee
Home Gardening: Its Role in Our Quest to Become Better Stewards of the Earth
For several weeks in September and October, a group of us members of the Green Sanctuary Committee
took a course developed by scholars from the UU Ministry of Earth, entitled “Our Place In The Web Of Life:
An Introduction to Environmental Justice.”
As part of this course each participant chose to pursue one topic related to minimizing our personal and
congregational impacts on the people all along the production/consumption chain. Examples of this chain: I
am sitting watching TV and nibbling water-guzzling walnuts from drought-stricken California and grapes
grown in a remote part of Chile. A cardiologist would approve of these choices, but what other impacts might
there be, both nearby and far away?
I can attempt to compute the shipping cost of each walnut and grape, in money and in water usage and in
carbon footprint, but I will surely not end up with a perfectly accurate tally of all the impacts of the snack.
And even if I could do this kind of analysis for easily quantifiable things, I would still be missing the human
impact of my snack, the treatment of the woman in California or Chile who may have been paid a terribly
stingy wage for picking the crop, the man who sorted and packed the crop and was treated badly and perhaps
exposed to unhealthy levels of pesticides and herbicides. Clearly, focusing solely on the cardiologist’s assessment is only the beginning of an ethical analysis. I may have to trot back to the kitchen for a good old fat-andsugar laden American “Big-Ag” snack and ignore the piteous wails of the good doctor…
I decided to grow my own home garden, though I was a rank amateur who would probably waste a
shameful quantity of common vegetables (let alone walnuts and table grapes!) in the first few years. I began
the experiment by asking two questions:
1. Does it lower my household’s annual food expenses?
2. Does it lower my household’s annual carbon footprint?
Question 1 was relatively easy to answer. My annual food expenses declined by $2000 to $2500 a year
for years 3, 4, and 5. That seems to be about the maximum amount achievable for one little old lady who
“farms” a small residential plot using mainly hand tools and who picks fruit from trees (plum, apple, Bartlett
pear, Asian pear, and heirloom cherry) that were already established when we bought the house.
For Question 2, the jury is still out, and the answer I get seems even more dependent on the assumptions I
make than was the case for Question 1. It does seem as if our carbon footprint has to be lower, unless I am
making major errors on the amount of fossil fuels needed to bring commercially grown vegetables to my
doorstep. If I assume that we replace potatoes shipped from Boise with home-grown potatoes, the difference
may not be too impressive. If I assume that the crop is black truffles, usually grown in and shipped from
France, and I manage to grow them here in Moscow, both the dollar savings and the carbon-footprint savings
will look very good (leaving aside any quibbling about whether or not I really need black truffles at all). And
of course, some of the savings surely come from my making fewer trips to the market and thus having less
exposure to the persuasions of the advertising industry’s attempts to get me to buy things that make the abovementioned cardiologist groan…
The crops that grow well in our soil and seem to be well worth my effort (in descending order):
Tomatoes (about 30 varieties), Burgundy Beans, Chioggia Beets, Carrots (mostly overwintering Merida
variety), Purple Potatoes, arugula, Onions, Parsnips, Tomatillos, turnips, and Cabbage-Family vegetables.
Corn, eggplants, summer and winter squashes, melons, radishes and rutabagas were disappointments this
past growing season, and basil flourished only indoors.
We’ll keep experimenting, and reading, and hope next year will be better!
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Religious Exploration News—This Month in RE
2017-2018 Religious Exploration Children’s Classes and Curricula
Children ages prek-8th grade attend the first part of our 10:00 am service and begin classes in the Yellow
House after the Time for All Age portion of the service. Classes run until 11:30. Middle School Our Whole
Lives and High School Youth meet 12:00-2:00 in the Yellow House.
Nursery care for children aged birth – 4 years old is available from 9:45-11:30 each Sunday.
Prek (age 4*) - First Grade: Spirit Play
Meets in Yellow House Basement; 10:00 am Service
Spirit Play is a model of Religious Exploration that invites children to create their own spiritual expressions
and reflect on their own understandings of faith, spirit and story. Drawing inspiration from the Montessori
Method, this class centers around hands-on stories that illustrate our values and faith which are followed by
open ended ‘wondering questions’ which invite children to express their own thoughts and understandings of
the concepts presented. Children then are invited to reflect through self-chosen spiritual tasks around the classroom which will include art responses, spirit work such as yoga and creating with blocks, a reading nook, and
re-exploring stories.
Grades 2-3: Soul Matters
Meets in Yellow House Main; 10:00 am service
Soul Matters is a way of transforming our religious exploration classes to dive deeper into the themes that
shape our lives and to connect us with our larger church community. Each month the whole church will embark on a new theme which will be explored through experiences in story, song, service, movement, activities
and connection to ourselves and others. Each week we will look at the monthly theme through a new lens, allowing each child to fully connect in his or her own way. The monthly themes for the fall include Welcome,
Courage, Abundance and Hope.
Grades 4-8: Soul Matters
Meets in Yellow House Youth Room; 10:00 am service
Our older elementary children and middle school youth are also embarking on our Soul Matters journey. They
will explore the same themes as the younger and older youth through age appropriate activities, service, and
engagement of self. Note that this class is available for all middle school youth regardless of their participation
in the OWL program which occurs after church. In this way all of our middle school youth are served in each
Sunday morning.
Middle School OWL
Meets in Yellow House Main, 12:00-1:30 pm Sundays (schedule varies)
Our Whole Lives (OWL) is a comprehensive sex and relationship program that views sexuality as a vital part
of our human and spiritual self. With a holistic approach, Our Whole Lives provides accurate, developmentally appropriate information about a range of topics, including relationships, gender identity, sexual orientation,
sexual health, and cultural influences on sexuality. This program requires a parent orientation and firm youth
commitment through the church year. Middle school youth who are not part of OWL are welcome to join our
10 am programing.
Grades 9-12: Youth Group
Meets in Yellow House Youth Room (Upstairs); 12:00-2:00 pm most Sundays
This group is encouraged to take leadership over the direction and function of their group. They will be also
using the Soul Matters theme of the month to guide their engagement in the group, the church and our community. Facilitated by amazing youth leaders from our church, this group can be seen going on a summer rafting
trip, attending area youth conferences, becoming involved in community events and justice work, as well as
hanging out and being offered the space to find their own spiritual paths.

“Soulful Wednesday”
Once per month (watch announcements for November date) we will be gathering for food, community, fun
and engagement with our monthly Soul Matters theme. This month our theme is “Abundance” We will engage
in activities and learning around this topic as well as have a chance for food and connection. Please bring a potluck dish to share! This replaces our previous “It’s Elementary” evenings, but rest assured we will still have
game nights!
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This Month in Religious Exploration—Soul Matters Theme: Abundance
November 5th
Spirit Play (ages 4-1 Grade): “Yellow Promise: Yearn to Learn.” Hear a story that illustrates how we
live our Yellow Promise both here in church and in the world.
Grades 2-3 and Grades 4-8 (separate classes): Soul Matters Theme – “Abundance.” We will explore our
theme of abundance today by taking part in our “maker’s space.” Using recyclables and other miscellaneous items we will make new again what could have been thrown away.
Our Whole Lives (Middle School): 12-1:30 pm, Yellow House Main.
High School Youth Group: Soul Matters Theme – “Abundance.” Each week our youth will explore the
Soul Matters theme of the month through readings, activities, games and discussion. Expect a service project and hands on ways to make a difference in our world.
st

November 12th
Spirit Play (ages 4-1 Grade): Grades 2-3 and Grades 4-8 (separate classes): Soul Matters Theme –
“Abundance.” Hear a story that helps us see the abundance in our lives and world.
Grades 2-3 and Grades 4-8 (separate classes): Soul Matters Theme – “Abundance.” We will explore the
abundance of our community. We will make bread to share, enjoying the strength, joy and sustenance our
community creates when we are together.
Our Whole Lives (Middle School): 12-1:30 pm, Yellow House Main.
High School Youth Group: Soul Matters Theme – “Abundance.” Each week our youth will explore the
Soul Matters theme of the month through readings, activities, games and discussion. Expect a service project and hands on ways to make a difference in our world.
st

November 19th
Spirit Play (ages 4-1 Grade): Cor n Br ead Communion. J oin us as we cr eate our own cor n br ead communion ritual in class. This not only is a wonderful way to build the abundance of community in our
classroom but also helps ready our children for a deeper understanding of the all ages service the following
weekend.
Grades 2-3 and Grades 4-8 Children’s Chapel: Soul Matters Theme – “Abundance.” Food Drive Collection and card making. We will have a chur ch-wide effort to collect canned goods for the food bank
in preparation for the holiday season. We will make cards and small gifts for the food bank guests as well.
Our Whole Lives (Middle School): 12-1:30 pm, Yellow House Main. No Class. No class due to thanksgiving break. Enjoy your holiday!
High School Youth Group: No Class. No class due to thanksgiving br eak. Enjoy your holiday!
st

November 26
Intergenerational Corn Bread Communion
Join us for a celebration of the harvest’s bounty. In the spring, we plant. In the summer, we weed and water. Then, in the fall, we get to eat! We will share cornbread and apple cider, and reflect on the fruits of
our labor, both in the garden and in our lives. There will be no separate RE classes today, nursery care is
available for those who need a place to play.
Our Whole Lives (Middle School): 12-1:30 pm, Yellow House Main. No Class. No class due to thanksgiving break. Enjoy your holiday!
High School Youth Group: No Class. No class due to thanksgiving br eak. Enjoy your holiday!

“RE Brunch” November 19, 9 am, Yellow House Main
Gather with other families and the RE team before church the third Sunday of each month for a light
breakfast and time to connect with others before church begins. This is perfect for our early risers and those
who want a bit of social time in the morning.
DLRE Office Hours: Ginger will be available for office hour s at the chur ch Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings 9:00-12:00 with other times available by appointment.
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Refuge Recovery, Mondays, 7:00 pm in the Yellow House
Refuge recovery is a non-theistic, Buddhist-inspired approach to recovery from addictions of all kinds.
We are a community of people dedicated to the practices of mindfulness, compassion, forgiveness, and generosity, using meditation and kindness to heal the pain and suffering that addiction has caused in our lives and in
the lives of those around us.
Our weekly peer-led meetings include guided meditations, readings from the book Refuge Recovery, and
group sharing and discussion.
We meet every Monday night at 7:00 pm in the Yellow House.

Returning to UUCP: Thursday Social Justice Brown Bag
Join us for a brown bag lunch on the 2nd and 4th Thursdays, 12:00 noon-1:00 pm (will
not meet November 23, Thanksgiving Day) in the church basement. We'll be discussing Social Justice issues put forward by the UUA, the UUSC, and others as the group's interest dictates. Meetings may be led by Rev. Stevens, Ginger Allen, and/or Ken Faunce.

YUU Wanna Play?
A monthly series of play dates with fellow UUs.
Making time for play and laughter with others is an essential part of building and maintaining resilience
and strength, both individually and as a community. We need this now more than ever.
Conceived by April Rubino and blessed by Ginger Allen, all are invited to participate in any and all sessions. April and Ginger definitely want collaborators and co-facilitators to help with set-up, clean-up, childcare
and publicity so it remains fun for everyone! There will be a signup genius so people can sign up to attend and
possibly co-facilitate (maybe two per session, so no one does it alone?) with an option for "childcare upon request" to determine that need each month.
Tentatively planned for the last Weds of the month from 6:00-8:00 pm with a light potluck.
 November: Make Up Group Stories, Pictionary, Charades Hold your tongue and let your cr eativity
run rampant as we write, draw and pantomime our ideas.
 December: Board Games, Card Games Br ing your favor ite boar d games or car d game ideas to
share. Or just show up.
 January: Wacky Makeover Hair, Makeup & Clothing Exchange Party If you have your own
makeup and hair products, bring them. Also your gently used clothing that you are ready to let go of. And
we'll help each other create a brand new look!
 February: Draw, Color, Fingerpaint, Sculpt We' ll have mater ials to shar e; br ing your own if you
have them.
 March: Drumming Circle Time to dr um out the winter by banging, clanking, shaking or clapping
in a trance-inducing interplay of rhythms. Dancing is allowed.
We hope people who love a certain activity will step up as co-hosts for this series and also independently
plan to organize more such gatherings throughout the year.
*Adult Sleep-Over could be added after any of the monthly gather ings for those who want to stay.
This will be another sign-up genius option each month. If you select it, be prepared to co-facilitate it.
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Monday

YHM —Yellow House, Main Floor
YHB —Yellow House, Basement
YH2 — Yellow House, Second Floor
CS — Church Sanctuary
CB — Church Basement

Satur-

3
4
7:30 pm Folk
Dancing, CB

Friday

2
11:30 am Retirees’ Luncheon, The Breakfast Club
7:00 pm Choir, CS

10
11
7:30 pm Folk
Dancing, CB

Thursday

1
6:00 pm PFLAG, CB
7:30 pm The Bible for UUs
(Adult RE), YHM

9
12:00 pm Social Justice
Brown Bag Lunch, CB
7:00 pm Choir, CS

Weds.

8
10:30 am Exec. Comm Mtg,
CB
5:00 pm Green Sanctuary
Feed of Dreams, CB
7:30 pm The Bible for UUs
(Adult RE), CS

17
18
7:30 pm Folk
4:00 Chants
Dancing, CB
to Dive
Deep, CS

Tuesday

November 2017
Sunday

7
1:30 pm Wholly
Crones, Good
Sam Micky
Lounge
7:00 pm Bridge Grp
II, CB
7:00 pm Buddhist
Fellowship, CS

15
5:00 pm Art Workshop, CB
7:30 pm The Bible for UUs
(Adult RE), YHM

6
6:00 pm Grief Support Group, CS
7:00 pm Refuge Recovery, YH2
7:30 pm PPQ, CB

5
10:00 am Service
12:00 pm New to UU Workshop, CB
12:00 pm Youth Groups, YH
7:00 pm Carry Forth the
Stories, Laura
Girardeau’s home
7:00 pm Art Workshop, CB

14
7:00 pm Bridge Grp
II, CB
7:00 pm Buddhist
Fellowship, CS

13
7:00 pm Board Mtg,
CS
7:00 pm Refuge Recovery, YH2
7:30 pm PPQ, CB

16
4:00 pm Latah Co. Human
Rights Task Force, YHM
7:00 pm Choir, CS
7:00 pm Palouse Prairie
Foundation Board Mtg,
YHM

12
10:00 am Service
11:45 am Green Sanctuary
Comm Mtg, CB
12:00 pm Youth Groups, YH
12:00 pm OWL Parent Mtg,
CS
7:00 pm Bridge Group, CB

23

30
7:00 pm Choir, CS

Thanksgiving Day

22

20
6:15 pm UpStanders
Mtg, CS
7:00 pm Refuge Recovery, YH2
7:30 pm PPQ, CB

21
1:30 pm Wholly
Crones, Good
Sam Micky
Lounge
7:00 pm Bridge Grp
II, CB
7:00 pm Buddhist
Fellowship, CS

29
6:00 pm YUU Want to Play?,
CB

24
25
7:30 pm Folk
11:00 am
Dancing, CB
Modern
Celts
Irish
Dance,
CB

19
10:00 am Service
9:00 am RE Brunch, YHM
11:30 am Worship Comm
Mtg, CS
12:00 pm Env. Task Force,
CB

28
7:00 pm Bridge Grp
II, CB
7:00 pm Buddhist
Fellowship, CS

26
10:00 am Service
11:30 am SGM Facilitators’
Mtg, Ginger Allen’s office

27
7:00 pm Refuge Recovery, YH2
7:30 pm PPQ, CB
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November Events
Wednesday November 1
PFLAG, 6:00 pm, CB
The Bible for UUs (Adult RE), 7:30 pm, YHM
Thursday November 2
Retirees’ Luncheon, 11:30 am, The Breakfast Club
Sunday November 5
New to UU Workshop, 12:00 pm, CB
Carry Forth the Stories, 7:00 pm, Laura Girardeau’s
home
Art Workshop, 7:00 pm, CB
Monday November 6
Grief Support Group, 6:00 pm, CS
Tuesday November 7
Wholly Crones, 1:30 pm, Good Sam Micky Lounge
Wednesday November 8
Executive Committee Mtg, 10:30 am, CB
Green Sanctuary Feed of Dreams, 5:30 pm, CB
The Bible for UUs (Adult RE), 7:30 pm, YHM
Thursday November 9
Social Justice Brown Bag Lunch, 12:00 pm, CB
Sunday November 12
Green Sanctuary Mtg, 11:45 am, CB
OWL Parent Meeting, 12:00 pm, CS
Bridge Group, 7:00 pm, CB
Monday November 13
Board Meeting, 7:00 pm, CS
Wednesday November 15
Art Workshop, 5:00 pm, CB
The Bible for UUs (Adult RE), 7:30 pm, YHM
Thursday November 16
Latah Co. Human Rts TF Mtg, 4:00 pm, YHM
Palouse Prairie Found. Board Mtg, 7:00 pm, YHM
Saturday November 18
Chants to Dive Deep, 4:00 pm, CS
Sunday November 19
RE Brunch, 9:00 am, YHM
Worship Committee Mtg, 11:30 am, TBA
Environmental Task Force Mtg, 12:00 pm, CB
Monday November 20
UpStanders Mtg, 6:15 pm, CS
Tuesday November 21
Wholly Crones, 1:30 pm, Good Sam Micky Lounge
Thursday November 23
Thanksgiving Dinner at Dan & Pat Rathmann’s (see
p. 2 of this Newsletter)
Saturday November 25
Modern Celts Irish Dance, 11:00 am, CB
Sunday November 26
Small Group Ministry Facilitators’ Mtg, 11:30 am,
Ginger Allen’s office
Wednesday November 29
YUU Want to Play?, 6:00 pm, CB
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Dates to Remember—
Mark Your Calendars!
Mondays:
Refuge Recovery, 7:00 pm, YHM
Purple Paisley Quilters, 7:30 pm, CB
Tuesdays:
Bridge Group II, 7:00 pm, CB
Buddhist Fellowship, 7:00 pm, CS
Thursdays:
Choir, 7:00 pm, CS
Fridays:
Folk Dancing, 7:30 pm, CB
Sundays:
Service, 10:00 am, CS
Youth Groups, 12:00 noon, YH

UUCP Staff Information
Rev. Elizabeth Stevens, Minister
Phone: 208-310-5937
Email: revehstevens@gmail.com
Mondays 3:30-5:00 at UUCP, Wednesdays 3:305:00 pm at Cafe Artista (Moscow), and Thursdays
3:30-5:00 pm at Cafe Moro (Pullman); also by appointment.
Ginger Allen,
Director of Lifespan Religious Exploration
Phone: 208-882-4328
Email: uucp-dre@moscow.com
Office Hours:
Monday, Wednesday, & Friday
9:00-12:00
And by appointment
Summer Stevens, Administrative Secretary
Phone: 208-882-4328
Email: uuchurch@moscow.com
Office Hours:
Monday & Friday 9:00-3:30
Tuesday & Thursday 1:30-3:30 pm
Jon Anderson, Music Director
On Sabbatical through December 2017
Cari Exarhos, Sabbatical Choir Director
Email: caroline.exarhos@gmail.com

~Check out the UUCP
online
at palouseuu.org~

The Bible for UUs

with Nick Gier, Yellow House Main
Wednesdays through Nov. 15, 7:30-9:30 pm
Many UUs have a negative view of the Bible, especially the Old Testament. Nick
wants to disabuse you of this idea. Topics covered included: The Real Meaning of
Sodomy (It's not what you think), the 3-Story Universe, Old Testament polytheism, the
Hebrew Goddess, abortion, feminism in the New Testament, the alleged divine inspiration of the New Testament, and much more. This class continues through Nov. 15

"Carry Forth the Stories" Storytelling and Conversation with Rodney Frey
November 5, 7:00-9:00 pm
Join us for an evening of storytelling and conversation with Rodney Frey, UUCP member and author of
the new ethnographic memoir "Carry Forth the Stories: An Ethnographer's Journey
into Native Oral Tradition." Through the experience of working with indigenous
peoples for over forty years, Rodney gives us a look into the power and value of
storytelling as well as insights into our interpersonal relationships. To frame our
discussion he will retell some traditional narratives from the Crow and Coeur d'
Alene and share personal stories about his own experiences with the elders.
This special evening will take place in Laura Girardeau's home in Moscow, Idaho.
Light refreshments will be served. Due to the intimate venue we can only host ten
participants, so please RSVP to Ginger at
lebeauvirginia@gmail.com.

UUCP Buddhist Fellowship
We are a group from the Moscow, Idaho and Pullman, Washington
area. We meet (Tuesdays, 7:00-8:30
pm, CS) to meditate and discuss
mindfulness and Buddhist ideas and
how we might apply our practices to
our lives. We are a mixture of ages,
gender, and degrees of belief, but
we’re all lay practitioners ranging from those just
interested in mindfulness, secular Buddhism, and
those who are pursuing further study. We discuss
topics with humor, compassion, and encouragement
for each other. Each week we begin with a meditation and then discuss a mindfulness topic. All are
welcome
May this group:
-Promote a safe and happy community
-Promote a curious and inquiring mind
-Promote a generous and kind heart

UUCP Retirees’ Lunch—November 2
We meet on the 1st Thursday of each month at
11:30 am in the back room of The Breakfast Club,
501 S. Main, in downtown Moscow.
Everyone is welcome, retired or not.
Join us for good food and conversation.

Modern Celts Dance Club

Modern Celts is a club dedicated to experiencing
and sharing the joy of Celtic dance, primarily Irish. We
explore mostly Irish styles of dance including: Sean
Nos dance, step dance, group dancing-ceili and setdance; however we delve into other Celtic styles (such
as Scottish) as well. We meet the last Saturday of each
month, from 11:00 am—1:00 pm in the Church Basement. We will do beginners and
group dancing from 11:00—
12:00 and solo steps from
12:00—1:00. Times may change;
please verify with Jessie Hunter.
The club is non-competitive, performing is optional. Contact Jessie Hunter for more information.
Looking for Interfaith Assistants (a.k.a. Sidekicks).
Interested in Interfaith
work? Reverend Elizabeth
could use some company
and/or backup to join the two interfaith groups she participates in. Our Interfaith efforts are important as they
help us find common ground with those of other faiths,
and help us strengthen our community relationships. If
interested, contact Reverend Elizabeth at revehstevens@gmail.com.
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Bits from the Board
A Photo Essay form Board of Trustees Member Joe Pallen
It is funny to me how a word can just ‘pop-up’ and seem so intriguing. That word for me is reciprocity. I have facilitated OWL for the past 5 years and the word reciprocity is introduced every time. Why
in the first OWL workshop this year did this word strike me?
In 1999 I began as a volunteer to teach RE.
Since then I have taught K-6 grade, Jr. Youth
RE, and most recently OWL. However, in a
recent OWL class it came to me that the word
reciprocity related to my experience working
with RE students.

Inside Outside
This summer in RE Class I shared
with the students my spiritual practice and
how it relates to photography: They in turn
made Sunprints with the excitement of a
beginners mind. Reciprocity; “the practice
of exchanging things with others for
mutual benefit.”

Sometime
I am grateful for the opportunity to serve on
the board and continue to teach RE Classes.
Last year I taught high school OWL which
was offered for the first time and not to long
ago, I heard Ginger exclaim, “We had 50
children in RE last weekend!”. It is exciting
how the RE program is growing!

In Process
-Joe Pallen
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PPQ News
The PPQ had a busy month, lots of
projects. We continue to quilt on the
bright Amish quilt for Kate Beasley,
which is progressing quickly. We are also
making somewhat slower progress on the
braided rugs and seat cushions for the
sanctuary.
Various people are starting to accumulate items that will be for sale at the
PPQ’s annual Holiday Bazaar, which will
occur on Saturday, December 2 at the Winter Market,
1912 Center, 10:00 am – 2:00 pm, and Sunday, December 3 in the church basement after the morning
service. This is a great time to snap up unique gifts for
your friends and relatives (and maybe some treats for
yourself), and to contribute to great causes at the same
time.
We have had some new quilters join us on Monday nights. Star Carter has been working on the hand
quilting, and is really enjoying it. We are glad to have
her. Carolyn Stiger also has been working on the hand
quilting. Rod Sprague came to get advice on how to
construct an insect net, but perhaps he will be back
and learn to hand quilt as well.
I was sorry to miss a visit from Mike O’Neil, long
-time member of PPQ who now lives on the family
farm in the Tri-Cities area. He was back on the Palouse for a meeting and came by to quilt and tell us
what he has been up to. He now works part time at
Hillcrest Memorial Center in Kennewick as a funeral
assistant. He had many interesting stories to tell re-

garding different traditional funeral practices of the many ethnic groups he has
worked with. He has recently signed on as
an AmeriCorps member. It’s what we love
most about Mike – always ready to volunteer to help. We miss you, Mike.
We have been busy selling raffle tickets on
our current raffle quilt, Palouse Star. This
queen-sized quilt is a true scrap quilt with
blue for sashing, and is all hand-quilted. It
has been featured at the Farmers Market in Moscow
on several recent Saturdays. Check with any PPQ
member to purchase raffle tickets, $1 each or 6 for $5.
Hurry – the drawing will be on Sunday, November 12
right after the service. This will also be our annual
Quilt Sunday, and Pamela Arborgreen, PPQ member,
will have her debut as celebrant for this service.
Does our stash of fabrics in the basement storeroom look any smaller to you? We sold a nice amount
of fabric at a Crafter’s Sale at the 1912 Center and
made a nice amount of cash. We also made a donation
of quilting fabric to Project Warmth for the Palouse, a
charity that uses donated fabric to make quilts that are
then donated to people in need. It is nice to share our
wealth.
We all at PPQ feel blessed to be part of this group
of caring, creative and compassionate people, and to
be a part of the UU community. Come and join us any
Monday night, 7:30 pm in the church basement. No
experience necessary, all materials provided, excellent
advice given on all topics.

Want to Borrow Tables/Chairs/Etc. from UUCP? Here’s How!
It isn’t unusual for one of us to borrow something from the church on occasion when we are hosting an
event that needs some chairs, or you are putting on a reception and really could use a larger coffee pot. Our
plastic chairs graced the stage at the Women’s March and again at the Climate March, and are often seen at
parties at the McConnell Mansion. Our coffee pot goes to the Renaissance Fair and the Martin Luther King Jr
Breakfast. While the church wants to support all these activities whenever possible, sometimes things go missing when they are needed at the church. To make this process go more smoothly, we are instituting a few rules
for borrowing.
1. Check the calendar with Summer to be sure that there is not an event at the church that will need the
item of interest.
2. Fill out the Lending Log with your name, phone number or e
mail address, what you are borrowing, the time the items are
taken and the time the items are returned. Of course, be sure
the items are clean and in good condition when returned. You
may be asked to pay a security fee refundable upon return of
the borrowed items.
Thanks in advance for helping to make this easy and stress-free
for us all!
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Soul Matters: Suggested Spiritual Exercises
Option A: Abundance On a Scale of 1-10
This exercise invites us not only to recognize the abundance in our lives, but also recalibrate it. Sometimes abundance is a blessing; other times, too much of it is suffocating. Same with scarcity. Much of the
time, scarcity feels like a desert, but other times it is the key to freedom. With this in mind, look over the
below list and rate how abundant or scarce each is in your life, on a scale of 1 (scarce) to 10 (abundant).
Then make time to reflect on the results. What surprised you? What insight came from placing all the rankings side by side? What clearly needs recalibration?
1. Access to food
2. Freedom to wear what you choose
3. Friends
4. Moments of beauty
5. Moments of micro-aggression
6. Freedom choose what to do
7. Exercise
8. Financial independence
9. Regret
10. A sense of purpose
11. Access to health care
12. Time to volunteer
13. Access to reliable shelter
14. Worry

15. Entertainment devices and activities
16. Novels read
17. Dinners with friends or family
18. Play
19. Passion
20. Respect of your peers
21. Envy
22. Friends
23. Fond memories
24. Family obligations
25. Work/professional obligations
26. Time for meditation/prayer
27. Self care
28. Self love

(note: this exercise is an adaptation of www.uua.org/re/tapestry/youth/call/workshop7/172948.shtml )
Option B: Find It By Giving It Away
A student went to his master and said, “I am very discouraged. What should I do?”
The Zen Master replied, “Encourage others.” Nakagawa Roshi
When we are feeling the poorest, that’s time to give a gift.” Dhyani Ywahoo
It’s a great spiritual truth: We find abundance when we give ours away. Jesus put this insight at the heart
of his ministry: “You must lose your life to find it.” We lift it up every time we say “To give is to receive.”
If you are struggling with a lack of personal abundance right now, turn this truth into your spiritual exercise this month. Don’t try to find encouragement; give it to others. Don’t tackle your problem head on; look
for others with the same struggle and find a way to offer them help. If you are feeling “poor,” figure out a gift
you can give. In short, address others’ needs for more abundance and see what you end up with in return.
Option C: The Abundance of Clutter
Abundance gets in the way of abundance. Sounds silly but it’s true. Too much stuff leaves us trapped. An
over-packed schedule leaves us feeling empty. Clutter—material or spiritual - acts like a cage, leaving us little
room to move, or breathe.
There’s no better month than November to take on this clutter in our lives. Fall trees shed their leaves, inviting us to do some of the same. The holidays are right around the corner, with their yearly attempt to get us
to pack even more into our lives.
So find a few ways this fall to “declutter.” Of course, you will first need to figure out what that means to
you. Often it is material clutter we need to tackle. Just as often it is spiritual clutter that needs addressed. Truth
is, most of the time, it’s hard to separate the two. Whatever you decide to focus on, choose at least one strategy
to address it. And remember that not all clutter is junk. Our work is not simply to throw the clutter out, but to
sort through it. Almost always, there are gems buried in the mess.
Option D: A Week of Abundant Poetry
This month, take a week and weave abundance into your daily meditation practice. There are a number of
moving and challenging poems in our “Companion Pieces” section. As your spiritual exercise this month, use
five of them to create a week’s worth of meditations on abundance. Consider the practice of reading through
the poem 2-3 times, choosing a different focus question for each reading. For instance, when reading through
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it the first time, simply ask yourself, “What line or phrase pops out for me?” On your second reading, ask
yourself, “Who or what am I in the poem?” Other focus questions might be: “What is the poem asking me to
do today?” or “Who is the poem asking me to engage in a new way?” Pause after each reading to reflect. Carry the experience with you into your day. Come to your group ready to share how your week’s worth of poetry and meditation altered your days.
Here’s the list of poems we recommend, but of course alter as needed:
MONDAY: ‘Desire’ by Michael Blumenthal
TUESDAY: ‘Otherwise’ by Jane Kenyon
WEDNESDAY: ‘Monet Refuses the Operation’ by Lisel Mueller
THURSDAY: ‘The Fountain’ by Denise Levertov
FRIDAY: ‘An Abundant Spirit’ by Edward Frost

Soul Matters: Questions for October
As always, don’t treat these questions like “homework” or a list that needs to be covered in its entirety. Instead, simply pick the one question that speaks to you most and let it lead you where you need to go. The goal
is not to analyze what “welcome” means in the abstract, but to figure out what being a part of a people of welcome means for you and your daily living. So, which question is calling to you? Which one contains “your
work”?
1. What would happen if you decided that abundance was lying around waiting for you to notice it, rather
than something you earn or win?
2. What might it mean to allow yourself to be healed by the abundance all around you?
3. Do you love that which is plentiful or that which is scarce?
4. Is clinging to the pursuit of what you want cutting you off from noticing what you have?
5. So life’s led you into a puddle. Are you still staring at your mud-covered feet? Or are you ready to look up
and notice that the wide open sky never went away?
6. Are you a swamp or a stream? Do you collect and hoard abundance or let it flow through you?
7. Have you had enough of not feeling like you are enough?
8. Does time no longer feel abundant? Is that being forced on you? Or might you have a choice?
9. Are the best things in life really free? If so, how many will you pick up or lean into today?
10. Are you jealous of others’ abundance? Have you ever considered the possibility that those very same folks
are jealous of yours?
11. Who validates the abundance of who you are? Who has helped you present your whole self to the world?
Have you thanked them lately?
12. Is it really true that you are right and they are wrong? Or could the truth be more abundant than that?
13. For many of us autumn is abundant with leaves blazing full of color. But if you blink, they are gone. What
temporary blaze of abundance do you need to pay attention to before time runs out?
14. What’s your question? Your question may not be listed above. As always, if the above questions
don't include what life is asking from you, spend the month listening to your days to hear it.

UUCP Upcoming Family Promise Weeks at The Yellow House:
Sunday, December 17 - Sunday, December 24
On the first Sunday of a stay, we set up at 1:00. This allows our RE classes and childcare
to take place as usual in the Yellow House. On the second Sunday of a stay, we pack up
by 9:00 to allow classrooms to be set up again.

UUCP Mah Jongg Party
Due to travel schedules, family visits and suspicion of inclement weather, the November and December Mah Jongg parties are CANCELLED. Sorry, I will miss it too, but
the chances of getting a group together safely are slim. See you all in January.
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Living the 7th UU Principle

The World You Want Is Up to You: Victoria Seever Speaks Up for Indigenous Peoples Day
From Victoria Seever, as spoken to City Council as public comment regarding
the city’s Resolution that passed to change Columbus Day to Indigenous Peoples
Day, on October 2, 2017

Both the man & the European colonial conquest that Columbus Day symbolizes
is a persistent, terrible stain on our history, which we know is not always exemplary.
The ethics we strive for today, albeit imperfectly, challenges us to live up to our highest ideals much better. Here we have an opportunity to redress a wrong. Webster’s
definition of redress: to set right, to remove the cause of grievance or complaint, relief from distress.
If we could transport ourselves back to those early days & experience in the flesh & soul the atrocities of
that conquest exacted upon the Continental American peoples, we would be overwhelmed with deep sorrow &
compassion. Today, we ask is there is something we can do now? A simple but significant act would be to
change this name to Indigenous Peoples Day—to shift the focus to where Native Americans can bring their
culture & pride to this holiday.
It is a step toward honoring them in their own right. It is a step in acknowledging the reality of the past &
re-directing our actions more honorably. Can we please stand forward & resolve to make this Indigenous Peoples Day?
Victoria Seever

Christmas for Kids

Christmas for Kids is here again. I thought this year I’d share my recollections about this event.
When I was involved with our congregation between 1994 and 1996, instead of children, the whole family
was treated to Christmas. After a sojourn to Iowa, I returned 2002 and soon was involved again finding that
focus was only on the children. I’m not even sure if this was the same organization, but the intent was the same
just a change of focus.
I know from the little contact I have had with the present organizational leaders they have gone through
different ways of acquiring lists of the families that are to be the recipients as well as different groups responsible for delivering the presents all over Latah County.
While they were fine tuning their organization I did my own tweaking for our congregation. The basic
system is that I let the Christmas for Kids organization know the number of children that we can sponsor. They
send me lists compiled by the children (their wishes) and their parents (the child’s necessities). I compile a list
of 6 gifts for each child prioritizing the essentials such as coats, warm clothes and shoes. These requests can be
filled by “gently” used clothes and gift certificates particularly for shoes and boots. Also included in those 6
gifts are books and/or arts and crafts ideas and I do try to have one gift that will be a special “toy” for them to
open. The requests have been quite diverse from those wanting very expensive electronics (remember this is a
“wish” list) to a little boy who only wanted “blue”. Over the years this congregation has been very generous
including numerous bikes.
Presentation of the tags has been the primary change. First, the tags have always been prepared by our
younger artists. It is here where I give kudos to past and present teachers and R.E. Directors in their scheduling
of these artistic endeavors as well to those in charge of the youth group and their trips for
“shopping”. For several years, these tags were presented on Christmas trees donated by
Donna Bradberry. The presentation made a distinct presence, however a logistic nightmare:
tags disappeared, or were not evident and therefore not chosen. The nightmare led to mad
dashes at the last minute to fill the lists and get them to the collection point in a “timely”
fashion. Now, I have lists of the tags from which people can sign up to take the tag corresponding to the gift. Although it is a much more efficient system, it has lost the festive feel.
Thank you for the years of participation by our congregation in this event.
Thank you for letting me go down memory lane and start a new year for our involvement in the county-wide event of Christmas for Kids.
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Communication and Connection
Things go to ground. Autumn leaves
fall. Bears den. Fish bottom down. We’re in
that cycle again. Come spring, sap runs up,
the sleeper wakes up, and fish surface back
up. In summer, greenery flowers out, cubs
venture out, fry ride the ripples out. Up, out,
down. We are in the falling phase of seasons. Autumn, when things go to ground. Nature is
full of messages, even if it’s just how we see it. From
ancient humans to today, there are omens everywhere.
Autumn may be the richest harvest for where our stories come from.
Spring and summer, we’re too busy for them.
Winter, we tell them against snowy skies and warm
fires. But Autumn, that’s when we carve a face on the
pumpkin. Fresh from savoring summer months with
its free time, faraway places, and a good book read
from hammock or shade tree, we clear our throat and
raise our hands to get down to Fall’s business. Cleaning, canning and filling the pantry, wrapping pipes and
tender trunks, switching out the closet, pressing leaves
and placing gourds in the décor. The things we’ll take
with us into winter will tell us stories of months gone
by and remind us of seasons to come.
There are other stories we carve out now. Who
and why we’ll vote for that one. What we tell the
church census takers about how we see our place in
the congregation and what directions it should take.
Weighing the breadth of taxes and Christmas lists, and

perhaps begin what gifts we’ll make,
whether that’s crafts or letters to the editor.
We fall into tasks we’re harvesting like
seeds gone to ground.
And that face on the pumpkin with a light
burning inside, it greets passers-by from
the front steps and guides the young to
sweets at the door. It lingers into the cold and gathers
early bright frost. It is nature telling us it is a season to
shape our stories of family, connection, and community. The ones that nurture vision and helping hands.
The ones that hone our path into the time ahead. To
prepare and share our fruits of what we believe and
hope for. To carve stories common to ages and deep in
our very personal hearts.
It is a story of how things go to ground, to work
the seed before winter’s rest. Stories amidst vibrant
Fall colors beaming with change. The pumpkin has
left the vine and become a storyteller, in itself a cornucopia of thoughtful designs and hands-on deeds. A
beacon in the flesh. A face to the world. A falling to
ground, grounded in the energized and energizing soils
of community, legacy, growth, and tomorrow’s rising.
Alive in the arc of time and direction, past the beginning of “Once upon a time” and well into “. . . and
then,” the story continues unbroken, in a voice as crisp
as falling leaves. Our story. Our seed. Our harvest.
—Victoria Seever

Chants to Dive Deep is a musical meditation event designed to take you deep into inner space. Led by
April Rubino, CDD will be offered this month on Saturday November 18 from 4:00 - 5:30 pm in the sanctuary
at UUCP. All voices are welcome, both sound and silence are appropriate. Suggested love offering: $5-10, no
one turned away for lack of funds.

Month of Sundays—November 2017: Alternatives to Violence of the Palouse
Our November Month of Sundays recipient will be Alternatives
to Violence of the Palouse (ATVP). In 1980, ATVP was formally organized by a concerned group of community citizens. ATVP continues to provide support and safety for victims of domestic violence
and sexual assault and non-offending family members and friends.
ATVP is a private, non-profit organization governed by a communitybased Board of Directors.
ATVP services are provided to program participants free of
charge and without discrimination on the basis of physical or mental
disability, race, ethnicity, color, religion, political beliefs, gender, age,
national origin, citizenship, ancestry, sexual orientation, marital or
familial status, pregnancy, income, veteran status, because the individual is a recipient of federal, state, or local
assistance, or any other basis prohibited by federal, state or local law.
Services include 24-hour telephone or in-person crisis intervention; emergency, confidential shelter; legal
and medical advocacy; individual and group support; information and referral; and community education.
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UUCP

Unitarian Universalist Church of the Palouse
PO Box 9342
Moscow, ID 83843
Return Service Requested
Mail Pledge Payments to address above

REFUSED

If you no longer wish to receive this
newsletter, please check the box
above and return.
We pay the postage. Thank you.

General Church Information

UUCP Phone: 208-882-4328
Office Email: uuchurch@moscow.com
Rev. Elizabeth Stevens, Minister: 208-310-5937
Judy LaLonde, Treasurer: 208-882-3556
http://www.palouseuu.org

Would you like to receive email updates from the UUCP?
Sign me up for the UUCP list, which receives notices of UUCP events, activities, etc.
Sign me up for the Non-UUCP list, which receives notices of events, activities, etc. not directly related to the UUCP but of likely interest to our members and friends.
My email address is:
(please print clearly!)
Please update my email address!
New email address:
Old email address:
Please print clearly.
Place in drop box into church office, email uuchurch@moscow.com,
OR mail to UUCP, PO Box 9342, Moscow, ID 83843
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